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Civil War marker in Atlanta stirs controversy
 

BY RAY HENRY

ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATLANTA -- A new plaque unveiled in downtown Atlanta ends more than a century of awkward silence by

commemorating the burning of the city during the Civil War, although some black residents want it moved

from a street dedicated to the slain civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr.

State authorities posted the new plaque as part of a campaign to tell the stories of people who were

previously ignored - blacks, women, Southern Unionists - when many of the state's 1,000 historical

markers were installed in preparation for the war's centennial in 1961. At the time, Southern states were

being rocked by the civil rights movement and desegregation. Racial tension in the 20th century at times

shaped views about the 19th century struggle.

The new marker dedicated Monday is the first in Georgia to explain one of the war's most important

events: the burning of Atlanta on Nov. 15, 1864, by Union forces under the command of Major Gen.

William T. Sherman. Modern historians estimate that 40 percent of the city was destroyed.

"This was the beginning of the hard hand of war policy that Sherman decided needed to be brought about if

the Confederacy was going to be shown that the war was over," said W. Todd Groce, president of the

Georgia Historical Society.

But in their attempt to write a more inclusive history, Groce and others ignited a new controversy.

The monument was placed on the site of Atlanta's old business district, where the fires began. It's now a

plaza overlooking Martin Luther King Jr. Drive. Leaders of the Atlanta chapter of the NAACP call the

monument an affront to King and are holding a news conference Tuesday to ask that it be moved

elsewhere.

"It strikes us as a kind of in-the-face thing," said the Rev. R.L. White, president the local NAACP chapter.

"We know that history is history and we seek not to try and get rid of history, but we say that plaque could

have been placed in a different place."

After defending the positioning of the marker, Groce said in an interview after the ceremony that he is

willing to discuss whether the sign - now cemented to the ground - should be moved.

"I'm trying to figure out what's the right thing to do with this," he said.

Other black leaders who appeared at the unveiling said the marker is in the right spot.

City Councilor Michael Julian Bond, who is black, has maternal ancestors who were slaves until Sherman's

army captured the city. An old slave auction house stood just a few blocks away from new marker. After

the war, Bond's family lived in a predominately black neighborhood called Shermantown, which was named

in honor of the Union general.

"The basic roots of freedom for African Americans effectively began in this spot," Bond said.

Bond posed for pictures beside the marker with a distant cousin of the Confederate mayor who

surrendered the city. He pointed to the pin on his jacket, which was emblazoned with the city's motto,

"Resurgens" and its official seal, a mythical fiery bird that rises from its own ashes. Both were inspired by

Atlanta's rise from ruin after the Civil War.

"It's kind of a schizophrenic idea of acknowledging, hey, we're going to rise from our own destruction but

not acknowledging that very same destruction," he said.
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